Abstract -The legacy systems are the executable code(s) developed with huge investment, incorporation of changes made in the business rules over a long period of time.These systems are evolved and accumulated perennially the then needs of organization from time to time. The advancement of technology and perennial modification of the code to the changing needs of the business have weakened the productivity of these legacy systems and have put the system on the brink of software crash. This has compelled for a paradigm shift in the technology and knocks the human resource either to waist their precious time in abstracting or sifting useful business rules buried across the legacy system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Maintenance and upgradation of a legacy system is the challenging task, when the relevant documentation or reliable information like variable names, comments etc. in a system is not available. On other hand the evolutions of technology have weakened the productivity of a legacy system but, at the same time, these systems are developed by the huge investments with incorporation of business rules over a period of time. The evolution of technology compels the organization to shift their existing system to newer system but the system developers are struggling with the problem of optimizing with oxymoron concept of huge involvement of human resource and freezing long accumulated business rules.
"Program comprehension" is a process of gaining knowledge about the computer program and this knowledge is useful in the activities like bug detection, reuse, reengineering etc. The program comprehension activity is a complex task in the absence of relevant documentation and on the verge of crash.
In the absence of relevant documentation for a legacy system, most of the resources and time is devoted to only maintenance [1, 2, 3] rather than development and the greatest part of a maintenance process is depleted for understanding the system only [4] . Hence, to boost the maintenance or migration process, the process of understanding a legacy system is to be extended. This paper proposes a conceptual methodology of program comprehension, which takes the advantage of natural language comprehension. The methodology translates the tokens of a source code to the English language tokens for enhancing the readability of the program comprehension process. The translation to a near English language syntax mingles the proficient and non-proficient people in the process of comprehension for abstracting concept in a system.
The section 2 discusses the various methods of program understanding like program slicing, concept assignment. The section 3 presents the framework of methodology with illustration with C source code. The section 4 is the conclusion and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
This section presents the some methods of program comprehension. 
A. Program Slicing
The slicing is a process of gathering the data definitions and control flow for the desired set of data element values from the slice point and the irrelevant data element is discarded. The concept of program slicing was introduced by Weiser [5, 6] to formulate the process of debugging. Weiser defined a program slice as a collection of program statements affecting certain variable. This slice is with respect to a slicing criterion pair comprising the line number of the program and the affected attribute. This method is called as static backward slicing. The program slicing had become a research topic, which is available in the papers [7, 8, 9, 10] .
The ordered pair comprising these attributes along with statement number forms a slicing criterion. This is developed by Weiser and subsequently modified to suit the abstraction of functionality by Phatak and Handigund. Here, in the modified algorithm, they have considered the group of attributes that together affect the program statements. In a program, normally dependent attribute is at the logical end of the program. Thus, by applying this modified algorithm [11] and then by traversing the program statements, in backward control flow order, the directly and indirectly relevant statements are abstracted and will help in the comprehension of the program. By appropriately choosing the attributes group, the statements affecting those attributes, different granularity level functionalities are abstracted to suit different intellectual level skills to understand the program.
Researchers [12, 13, 14, 15] have suggested that program slices are helpful in a program comprehension process because the slice is simplified version of the original program. Then the simplified code is comprehended by the domain expert depending on their intelligence.
The slicing process mines the portion of a code from the program for comprehension but in extreme cases, if there is a no reduction in the code after slicing, then the comprehension of a code is complex task.
B. Concept Assignment
The concept is defined as an abstraction of a reality or human intellectual thinking [16] and the concept assignment is a process of knowing the concepts from the domain of real world and matching them to the portion of system [17] . In the concept assignment process, the code is comprehended by assigning the computational intent to the source code and many researchers [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] contributed in the concept assignment.
The complexity involved in the concept assignment is the identification of a domain oriented concepts and searching them in a legacy system. This needs the domain experts to formulate the concept and that has to be searched by matching with the code but only few domain experts can contribute and their concept may or may not match.
C. Languages
The English language is worldwide popular medium of communication between people to express their thoughts and over a long period. It is serving the purpose without much evolution in the language constructs. The thoughts expressed in natural language covers the comprehensive spectrum of human expression and wide range of the subject matter.
The programming languages are developed to facilitate communication between machine and people [22] . More over, these languages are derived from the English language with constraint laid by the machine representation. Further programming languages are developed depending on the time to time need of the specific users and hence the spectrum of subject expression is narrow.
Two [23] differences between natural language and programming language are observed. First, programming languages have the narrow expressive domain of thought and are expressed in terms of algorithm or computation. Second, programming languages facilitates the communication of algorithmic or computational thoughts between the people and machine.
We propose here that, if the computational thought of programming language is expressed in the natural language then many people can understand the thought and abstract the buried business rule or concept in the system.
III. FRAME WORK
The proposed methodology reduces the understanding gap between the actual concept of legacy system and the interpreted concept of the system by various intellectual skills. This is achieved by replacing the programming language constructs of finite semantics with their equivalent natural language constructs. The finite meaning programming language tokens includes the keywords (reserve words), operators, built-in function names, symbols etc.
The design of methodology is divided in to two parts: In the first part, the programming language tokens of finite meaning are collected and their equivalent natural language words are stored in a data dictionary of database. These words are collected manually from the document of a particular programming language and their equivalent English language constructs.
Then the source code is read, line by line and each line is decomposed to number of tokens. If the decomposed token is present in the dictionary of database, then the word is replaced by its equivalent English language construct. This will result in mapping of programming language statements to corresponding English language statements. The algorithm for converting legacy source statements to nearer natural language statements is shown in figure1. 
IV. CASE STUDY
To exemplify our methodology, the C programming language code given by the authors Keith B. Gallagher and James R. Lyle [24] is considered and shown in the figure 3. The code suffers with comments, reliable variables names and documentation. In such condition, How to understand the concept amalgamated in the code?
The source code given in the figure 2 will consist of words "#include", "stdio.h", "int", "char"," ||", '\n" etc and these words have the finite meaning in the natural language. The reserve words of example and their equivalent meaning in natural language are given in the figure 2. (For illustration only few tokens are considered).
The first step of methodology takes the source code as input and starts reading one line at a time. Consider the first line of the example code #include <stdio.h>
In this statement the token #include is replaced by the "add the file" and the token <stdio.h> by "for standard input and output device". The equivalent nearer English language word constructs of the statement is:
"Add the file for standard input and output device"
If the token is not available in the database, then the same token is retained in the translated code. The methodology proceeds for entire lines of code and resulting code is in the English language constructs (which is nearer to the English language sentences) and translation of entire example code is given in the figure 4. When the translated code in figure 4 is closely analyzed, the natural language words like new line, blank, tab, end of file and characters are appeared. The presence of new line, character and word are checked in a file and if they are found, there is a variable added with 1. Our knowledge specifies that any thing added with 1 for number of times is nothing but a counter. Hence, there is a counter for the new line, word and character and the concept in the code is to count the number of lines, words and characters. Once the concept is known, then that can be migrated to any paradigm of technology.
V. CONCEPTUAL RESULTS
The developed algorithm will translates the legacy system to the English language sentences (nearer) by the interpretation of fixed meaning tokens in terms of English words existing in the code. All the programming languages are constituted with reserved words and the reserve word's finite semantics in an English language words is exploited. This will ease the reading of the code for a non-proficient people i.e. naive user of a programming language. Hence, our methodology bridges the gap between the proficient and non-proficient intellectual skills interpreted knowledge through Input: source code Output: natural language code
1.
Read the source code by one line 2.
Break the line in to tokens 3.
For each token If (token == database token) Replace token by natural language meaning 4.
Repeat For the comprehension of legacy system, many researchers used the variables names, comments, relevant documents, data structures and algorithms etc. Their techniques are based on variable name, comments etc. The concept of program understanding is based on the natural way of understanding but the comprehension of code is difficult when they are not reliably available. On other way the algorithmic and data structure methods of program understanding are based on the experience of domain expert involved in the analysis process but few people are expert in the domain.
In this methodology the dictionary of database that is used in the mapping between programming language and English language constructs is developed only for a programming language. The methodology abstracts the concept from the legacy code, which suffers from relevant documentation, reliable information by the natural language phrase. A platform is provided to understand the system by translating reserve words or tokens to equivalent English language constructs and inquired to abstract the concept by including proficient and non-proficient people's knowledge.
The methodology exploits the tokens from the legacy system having the finite meaning in English language constructs and extends the program comprehension process. The methodology is illustrated with the example of C code. In future, the process of program comprehension of a legacy system is to be developed for the multi-core architecture system, so that the legacy system is migrated to a multi-core architecture system. Add the file for standard input and output device Replace YES 1 Replace NO 2 Void starting point of program { Integer identifier l is equals to 0 Integer identifier w is equals to 0. Integer identifier c is equals to 0. Integer identifier inword is equals to NO. Integer identifier c is equals to get char. While (c is not equals to the end of file) { character identifier ch is equal to the character value of c. c is equals to c added with 1. if (ch is equates to the new line) nl is equals to the l added with 1. if (ch is equates to blank or ch is equates to new line or ch equates to tab) inword is equals to NO. else if (inword is equates to NO) { inword is equals to YES. w is equals to w added with 1. } c is equals to the read the character. } Display the result (" integer value new line ", l). Display the result (" integer value new line", c). Display the result (" integer value new line", w). }
